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PUBLICATIONS

I. General
The Production Editor holds a finite number of back issues of the CEAL Bulletin to
send to members who require them. Recently there have been requests for issues
no. 88 and 89 and the stocks of those issues are depleted although we still have re
quests for them to fulfil. We ask you if you have copies of these numbers in your in
dividual files and no longer need them, please send them to the Production Editor,
Maureen Donovan, at Ohio State University.
(Edward Martinique)
II. China
Chinese Local Gazetteers in the Fung Ping Shan Library of the University of Hong
Kong. Compiled by Mimi W. Q. Young. Hong Kong: University of Hong
Kong Library, Pokfulam Road, 1990. US$30.00 (includes postage). 148
pages.
A computer-produced catalogue of over 1,700 titles of local gazetteers of
thirty-five provinces, with some forty titles of early Qing (pre-1800) blockprints and manuscripts and a considerable number of editions from subse
quent years up to the early Republican Era. Titles in this catalogue are ar
ranged by name of province, with an index of place names arranged by stroke
count.
(C. F. Lee)
Updating Wilkinson: An Annotated Bibliography of Reference Works on Imperial
China Published Since 1973. By James H. Cole. New York: The Author,
1991. US$12.00 plus shipping and handling. Paperback, viii, 111 pages.
Acid-free paper. ISBN: 0-9629122-0-4.
This work supplements Endymion Wilkinson's The History of Imperial China:
A Research Guide (Cambridge, Mass., 1973). It covers Chinese, Japanese,
and western-language reference works in history and the social sciences (high
antiquity through Qing). It is arranged by subject, with a detailed table of
contents. It includes special sections on local history and biography.
The book is available directly from the author, 7 East 85th Street, #4C, New
York, N.Y. 10028. $12.00 plus shipping and handling ($1.50 book rate, $2.10
first class, $2.10 Canada, $4.10 Europe air, $2.20 Europe surface, $5.20 Asia
air, $2.20 Asia surface). Prepaid orders only by check drawn on a US bank
or by money order (domestic or international). New York State residents
add local sales tax. (Institutional orders may be invoiced.)
(James H. Cole)
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III. Japan
Encyclopedia of Japan. Compiled by Dorothy Perkins. Upland, PA: Facts on File;
distributed by Diane Publishing Company, 1991. 410 pages. US$40.00, plus
$5.00 postage and handling.
Few countries have a political and cultural history as complex and as fasci
nating as that of Japan. Because of its unique character, many aspects of the
Land of the Rising Sun remain relatively obscure to westerners. Today, with
Japan exerting a growing economic and political influence on world events, it
is more important than ever that we increase our knowledge about this dy
namic country.
The Encyclopedia of Japan is a comprehensive, accessible reference to all
facets of the country. With extensive cross-references, an exhaustive index
and bibliography, it contains more than fifty illustrations, charts, and maps.
It defines and explains more than 1,000 terms and concepts pertaining to
Japan on a wide range of subjects, including art and artists, geographic fea
tures, religions and religious shrines and temples, foods, entertainment, gov
ernment and politics, leading contemporary and historical figures, hobbies
and sports, emperors and the imperial court, holidays and festivals, business
and industry, literary figures, wars, and the performing arts.
Containing a wealth of information on additional topics such as the family,
language, clothing, education, transportation, and many more, the Encyclo
pedia of Japan will serve as an invaluable reference on the subject for stu
dents, teachers, librarians, leaders in government and business, the media,
travelers, and anyone interested in the history and culture of this ancient-yet
very modern-country.
Reviews of the Encyclopedia have recommended its purchase for general,
school, and academic audiences. The respected trade magazine Library
Journal calls this "...a valuable reference source." "...extremely current..."
Booklist concludes its review with "...this book will give the general researcher
a convenient, readable ready-reference source of information on a country
about which Americans have a lot to learn."
The author, Dorothy Perkins, Ph.D., is an educator specializing in Buddhism
and Japanese culture, and has traveled extensively throughout Japan and the
Far East. Perkins says, "I compiled the Encyclopedia so that high school and
college students and the general public will have an understanding of the
complexities of Japan, and yet I have provided the information in an enter
taining and informative manner. The book's compact one-volume format
will make it easy to refer to often."
The 8-1/2" x 11" clothbound Encyclopedia of Japan with over 50 illustrations,
published by Facts on File, is available from DIANE Publishing Company,
600 Upland Avenue, Upland, PA 19015 or by calling 215/499-7415. Visa,
Mastercard, and American Express cards are excepted, along with purchase
orders from institutions.
(Adapted from a flier from the DIANE Publishing Company.)
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IV. Korea
Han'guk Munhak Nonjo Yuhyongbyol Ch'ongmongnok-Ydndo-Changntibyol
Mongnok (Bibliography of Korean Literature, 1895-1985: Classified List by Publi
cation Year and Genre). By Seon-Young Lee. Seoul: Han'guk Munhwasa,
1991. 3 vols. (2,853 pages)
This newly published bibliography compiled by Seon-Young Lee
(Department of Korean Literature, Yonsei University, Seoul) is the most
comprehensive, systematic, and efficient research guide on Korean literature
ever published. The three volumes, classified according to year of publica
tion and genre, comprise a total of 38,113 research entries which cover all
research books, journal and newspaper articles, and theses produced in
Korean and Japanese between 1895 and 1985. This newly published bibliog
raphy is recognized as the most exhaustive bibliography on Korean literature
scholarship to date. One of the most prominent features of this bibliography
is the comprehensive nature of the classifications: publication date, research
genres, literary writer, and researcher. In particular, its classification by re
search genre-such as literary theory, literary history, poetry, novel, essays,
practical criticism, drama and film, children's literature, art and culture, and
translation-is viewed as the most significant contribution this bibliography
has made to scholarship in Korean literature. These generic categorical lists
are followed by a list of pen names with their corresponding real names.
Professor Lee's appended article, "A Bibliographical Study of Research on
Korean Literature," is considered to be the first instance of a "positivist soci
ology of literature" achieved through a computerized statistical method. The
sequel, volume IV, which covers more than 20,000 research entries produced
between 1986 and 1990, is to be published in October 1991. This last volume
will include works or research on classical Korean literature as well as those
on modern Korean literature.
(Kyeong-Hee Choi)
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